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In the development of automated tests, there is an increase in complexity when the initialization or assertion are related to shared resources.
Usually these issues are addressed and implemented in the test classes. This paper presents a pattern that suggests a solution to simplify
the initialization and assertion through tests metadata classes. This solution allows each method to has specific assertions and initializations,
isolation the solutions out of the test classes, allowing the reusage by other test classes. Current solutions like mock objects do not test actually
external dependencies, because they simulate the external resource. For initialization and verification in the tests of these dependencies, other
APIs are required in the test class and thus the test becomes more complex.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are some techniques that allows the interception of a method to execute additional functionality, such as
aspects [Kiczales et al. 1997], dynamic proxies [Forman and Forman 2005] and interceptors [JSR299 2009]. These
functionalities usually crosscuts the method functionality and are transparent for the method implementation. Since
this crosscutting module are often reused in different classes, it should execute the same functionality. However,
sometimes variations of the same crosscuting behavior should be considered for each method, which lead to a
question: How to differentiate and configure for each method the execution of a transparent crosscutting behavior?

The CROSSCUTTING METADATA CONFIGURATION [Guerra et al. 2010] proposes the usage of additional metadata
to differentiate the behavior of software components that add a crosscutting behavior transparently to an application
class. One of the positive consequences is that the same proxy add a custom behavior in each method invoked
keeping the decoupling with the application class. However if metadata has a verbose format, it can be more easy
to invoke utility methods than to create the declarative configurations.
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Automated tests can contain crosscutting functionality, specially when it needs to deal with shared resources. In
this context, this paper defines shared resource as a resource that should be accessed by the test for initialization,
assertion or finalization independently from the tested class. Examples of shared resources are databases, files
and remote services. External resources are examples of shared resources, but a singleton is an example of a
shared instance. Based on this definition, a mock object [Freeman et al. 2004] can not be considered a shared
resource when it should be injected in the tested class. In this context, the crosscutting functionality should vary
according to the test scenario or to the expected behavior.

The goal of this paper is to present a pattern that specialize CROSSCUTTING METADATA CONFIGURATION in
the context of test automation. This pattern could be included in the pattern collection presented in “Architectural
Patterns for Metadata-based Frameworks Usage” [Guerra et al. 2010] considering their usage for the creation
of test automation frameworks. It also could be classified as a test pattern and included in the pattern language
presented by [Meszaros 2007], as an alternative to decouple and reuse assertion, initialization and finalization
logic in test automation code.

The target audience for this paper are software developers concerned about the test code quality. The test
quality is important to allow tests to evolve according to the software evolution. The greater the test quality, the
easier is its evolution. The patterns apply for the development of test automation frameworks or when an application
needs a large set of tests with the same kind of crosscutting concern. Software architects can use these patterns
to facilitate the test creation for architectural components which needs to access shared resources.

2. PATTERN: ANNOTATED TEST STEP

2.1 Context

One issue that complicates the creation of automated tests is when the test class should access shared resources.
Despite the functionality that access the shared resource can be isolated and simulated using mock objects
[Freeman et al. 2004], at some point it will be necessary to actually test this interaction. That make necessary
to initialize and finalize the shared resources respectively before and after each test method. For tested classes
whose effect is to change a shared resource, it is also necessary to assert if its final state is the expected after the
test. The access to the same type of shared resource usually happens in more than one test class in the same
application, so it is desirable to avoid the duplication of this code.

For the test method to be able to access the necessary shared resources it usually needs to use classes from
another API. This undesirable dependence can make the test code harder to understand, specially when the
developer does not know how this other API works. For instance, that can make hard to understand what is the
initial test scenario or what is being verified after the tested class execution. This lack of readability can prejudice
the test code maintenance and even prevent the usage of the test code as production code documentation.

Despite the access to a shared resource can be done independently from the tested class, the test functionality
that needs to access it usually is different for each test method. That happens because each one usually needs a
different scenario and to verify a distinct effect.

2.2 Problem

How to decouple logic associated to shared resources in automated tests, allowing its reuse by more than one test
class and reducing API dependence?

2.3 Motivating Example

To motivate the usage of the proposed pattern, it is used an example of a test class which needs to access a
database to setup initial data and to verify its state. For persistence layer testing in an application, it is necessary
to perform data loading, removing, updating and verification of such data. DBUnit [Laflamme et al. 2010] is an
example of a test automation framework that can be used to simplify this kind of test. Listing 1 presents a test
class using DBUnit classes for the persistence layer of a car rental company application.
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It can be observed that several points of the code has explicit reference to the DBUnit classes, which can make
this test hard to understand for developers that do not know its API. In the configureDatabaseConection()
method the integration with the test database is initialized. In addition, in the testing methods shouldAddCar()
and shouldRemoveCar() is necessary to understand the API methods to create the set of expected data and
perform the comparisons. As data to setup or to assert the content of database tables is verbose, it is defined in
external XML files. An example of an XML file consumed by DBUnit in the example is presented in Listing 2.

LISTING 1: Test class CarDAOTest using DBUnit classes.

public class CarDAOTest {

private CarDAO carDAO = new CarDAO ( ) ;
private s t a t i c JdbcDatabaseTester j d t ;

@BeforeClass
public s t a t i c void conf igureDatabaseConect ion ( ) throws ClassNotFoundException {

j d t = new JdbcDatabaseTester ( " org . hsqldb . j dbcDr i ve r " , " jdbc : hsqldb : f i l e : . / db / rentacar−db " , " sa " , " " ) ;
}

@After
public void clearDatabaseTable ( ) throws Throwable {

j d t . onTearDown ( ) ;
}

@Test
public void shouldAddCar ( ) throws DataSetException , SQLException , Except ion {

loadData ( " / new−cars . dbun i t . xml " ) ;
Car car = new Car ( " Chevro le t Cobal t " , " Compact " , true ) ;
carDAO . add ( car ) ;
ITab le ac tua lTab le = j d t . getConnect ion ( ) . createDataSet ( ) . getTable ( " tb_car " ) ;
IDataSet expectedDataSet = new FlatXmlDataSetBui lder ( ) . b u i l d (new F i l e ( " src−t e s t / car . add . dbun i t . xml " ) ) ;
ITab le expectedTable = expectedDataSet . getTable ( " tb_car " ) ;
Asser t ion . asser tEquals IgnoreCols ( expectedTable , actualTable , new S t r i n g [ ] { " ID " } ) ;

}

@Test
public void shouldRemoveCar ( ) throws DataSetException , SQLException , Except ion {

loadData ( " / car . dbun i t . xml " ) ;
th is . carDAO . remove ( 1 ) ;
ITab le ac tua lTab le = j d t . getConnect ion ( ) . createDataSet ( ) . getTable ( " tb_car " ) ;
IDataSet expectedDataSet = new FlatXmlDataSetBui lder ( ) . b u i l d (new F i l e ( " src−t e s t / car . remove . dbun i t . xml " ) ) ;
ITab le expectedTable = expectedDataSet . getTable ( " tb_car " ) ;
Asser t ion . asser tEquals IgnoreCols ( expectedTable , actualTable , new S t r i n g [ ] { " ID " } ) ;

}

public void loadData ( S t r i n g da taF i l e ) throws Except ion {
DataFi leLoader loader = new FlatXmlDataFi leLoader ( ) ;
IDataSet dataSet = loader . load ( da taF i l e ) ;
j d t . setDataSet ( dataSet ) ;
j d t . onSetup ( ) ;

}
}

One of the problems of this test code is the coupling with the DBUnit API, which is used to access the database
shared resource. This dependence makes the test code more verbose and dependent of an API that is not from
the tested class. Despite some functionality could be extracted to more specific utility methods, they can be hard
to be reused in other similar test classes. On the other hand the utility methods can also be more general and
became a simple adapter of the DBUnit API, creating the same problem but with a different API. The data definition
in external files reduce the readability due its indirection, however to include this data in the method’s body can
have an even worst effect. The problem in this example is: how make the test class decoupled from the DBUnit
API making this logic easy to be reused by other test classes?
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LISTING 2: XML file consumed by DBUnit.

<!DOCTYPE dataset SYSTEM " ren tacar . dbun i t . dtd ">
<dataset >

<TB_CAR ID=" 1 " NAME=" Ford Escape " TYPE=" Compact SUV" CANCELED=" f a l s e " / >
<TB_CAR ID=" 2 " NAME="Dodge Grand Caravan " TYPE=" Minivan " CANCELED=" f a l s e " / >
<TB_CAR ID=" 3 " NAME=" Chevro le t Cobal t " TYPE=" Compact " CANCELED=" t rue " / >

</ dataset >

2.4 Forces

—Tests that need to use shared resources through external API or through code written directly in test class

—A generic API is more reusable but harder to use; a domain-specific API is easier to use but less broadly
reusable.

—A fixture setUp method shared by all test methods must satisfy all the tests

—Implement solutions for testing shared resources in the test class makes the test class complex, with additional
implementations that blend with the implementations of the test itself.

—Often the implementations to test the shared resources are present in several other test classes, and when it
is necessary to change something in these implementations, is necessary to search and change the various
implementations throughout the test suite.

2.5 Solution

ANNOTATED TEST STEP use annotations to configure a test step which deals with a shared resource. This
annotations are processed by a metadata processor which intercepts the invocation of test methods and test life-
cycle methods. This processor can execute a functionality before or after the intercepted method. The annotations
can indicate that an initialization should be done on the shared resource before test, or that an verification should
be done on the shared resource state after test or that an finalization should be done to clean the shared resource
for the next tests. A premiss of this solution is that the shared resource can be accessed by the processor
independently of the test class and the tested class, and consequently this logic can be executed separately.

The architect creates the annotations processor and the annotations when he defines tests of a component
that handles shared resources. After that, developers use these annotations in their tests and can also create
new ones. Frameworks already developed, like MakeATest [Floriano et al. 2011], may be used with the role of
annotations processor. In addition, pre-built annotations libraries can be reused from other projects.

2.5.1 Structure. To use this approach it is necessary to have a mechanism for identifying the Metadata
when the Test Executor starts the tests execution. This way, the Metadata of the Test Class is recovered and
processed, and the related functionality executed before or after the test method.

The Shared Resources Manager should be used to encapsulate access to Test Class by Test Executor. For
each execution of the test methods, the Shared Resources Manager invokes when necessary the Metadata
Processor for initialization of Shared Resources related to the Target Class, based on configured Metadata.
Then, it invokes the test method of the Test Class, and if necessary, invokes the Metadata Processor to verify
the expected modifications on the Shared Resources caused by the execution of the Target Class.

The initialization and verification processes related to Shared Resources use the Metadata of test method to
set the desired behavior to be executed.

The Shared Resources Manager, which controls the execution of test methods intercepting them and calling
the initialization and verification of Shared Resources, can be implemented as a dynamic proxy, an aspect or as
a part of the test runner.

Figure 1 depicts the pattern solution. When the Test Executor starts the tests execution, it is intercepted by a
Shared Resources Manager. For each Test Class, this manager delegates to the Metadata Processor the task
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of communication of participants pattern solution.

of reading the Metadata on the test methods. After and before the invocation of the test method, the Metadata
Processor checks Metadata if there is a functionality that must be executed. These Metadata refer to Shared
Resources that should be initialized before testing the Target Class or should checked after the tests execution.

Some Metadata must be processed before the test method for the creation of the initial test scenario. Others
must be processed after the execution of the test methods in order to assert the expected Shared Resources
state caused by execution of the Target Class or to clean the changes in the Shared Resources for the execution
of other test methods.

After such assertions, Metadata Processor can verify if the test failed or if it passed. More than one Metadata
piece can exist in each method, and all Metadata should be processed to ensure that the desired behaviors were
achieved.

2.5.2 Participants. The participants of the pattern are:

—Shared Resources are resources that are part of the environment where the application runs that need to be
initialized before or checked after tests.

—Target Class are classes that perform some action which depends on shared resources or changes them.

—Test Class contains test methods with metadata for configuring or verifying the shared resources of the target
class.

—Test Executor is the executor that initiates and manage the tests execution.

—Shared Resources Manager manages the execution of actions and check shared resources during the tests
execution. Before calling the test method itself, it checks the metadata for initialization and, after running the
test method, it calls for verification of shared resources related to these metadata. Typically implemented as a
dynamic proxy or as an aspect (by using aspect-oriented programming).
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—Metadata contains the information about the test class or the test method refers to initialization or verification of
shared resources.

—Metadata Processor is responsible for retrieving and interpreting the metadata of the test methods and test
classes, and execute the functionality related with the metadata.

2.6 Resulting Context

The test annotations can be reused in more than one test class that needs to access the shared resource.
The annotation attributes can parametrize the annotation processor behavior, allowing the usage of the same
annotation for different test scenarios.

Since an annotation only configures metadata and do not add behavior, the coupling with the test class is only
semantic [Costa Neto et al. 2007]. This kind of dependence is weaker than a method invocation, for instance.
Changing the annotation processor, it is possible to easily change the implementation of how the shared resource is
accessed without changing the test class. This decoupling makes the test class independent of method invocations
from APIs that access the shared resource. Consequently, the test methods body can depend only on tested class
API.

(+). The access to the shared resources are decoupled from the test class, but isolated in classes that handle
the annotations.
(+). It is possible to add a configuration setting in each specific test method in addition to the shared settings
through the use of methods setup and teardown of the test class.
(+). Initializations, finalizations and assertions related to shared resources that are repeated in various test
classes can be configured via annotations and reused in different contexts.
(+). Test cases become simpler, making it easier to write and understand, since the use of annotations configure
in a declarative way the desired effects.
(+). The configuration and verification are isolated in annotations processors, and the maintenance of the
shared resource integration is easier since this behavior is isolated.
(+). The behavior to interact to the shared resource is isolated in the Metadata Processor, and consequently
the test programmers does not need to know the API to interact with it.
(-). Depending on how the annotation was built, the use of annotation restricts the parametrization change at
the time of the tests, being restricted only to the settings provided by it.
(-). The usage of annotation is more complex than utility methods and only worth when it can be reused in
more than one test class.
(-). This solution makes it more difficult to debug the test cases when problems occur, since the annotations
are being processed externally to the test.

2.7 Solution Example

Motivational Example section presented a test of the persistence layer using the DBUnit API. Listing 3 presents
these tests applying the pattern ANNOTATED TEST STEP . DBUnit API is no longer used explicitly. Its usage was
encapsulated through annotations, and it is no longer necessary to know the the API methods to understand the
test. The declarative nature of the annotations transform the invocation of method in configurations that are more
easy to understand.

In Listing 3, the configuration of the database is indicated by an annotation called @DatabaseConfiguration. 
In the method shouldAddCar() the database setup with the desired data is indicated using another annota-
tion called @SetupDatabase, which configures t he i nitial d ata t hat s hould b e o n t he d atabase. Verifications 
are performed by the processing of specific v erification an notations in  th e en d of  th e te st me thods. Exam-
ples are the @AssertTableRowCount, which checks the total of records in the table after running the test, and 
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@AssertDatabaseContent, which checks if the content of the table indicated by the parameter table corre-
sponds the data indicated by the parameter expectedData. The @CleanDatabaseTable annotation is used in the
afterEachTest() method to remove all the lines in the car database table after each test.

LISTING 3: Test Class CarDAOAnnotationTest using annotations that encapsulate the functionality of DBUnit.

@DatabaseConfiguration ( d r i v e r = " org . hsqldb . j dbcDr i ve r " , u r l = " jdbc : hsqldb : f i l e : . / db / rentacar−db " , user= " sa " , password=" " )
@RunWith ( MakeATestRunner . class )
public class CarDAOAnnotationTest {

private CarDAO carDAO = new CarDAO ( ) ;

@Before
@CleanDatabaseTable ( " tb_car " )
public void beforeEachTest ( ) throws SQLException , Except ion { }

@After
@CleanDatabaseTable ( " tb_car " )
public void af terEachTest ( ) throws DataSetException , SQLException , Except ion { }

@Test
@GivenDbTableContains ( t ab l e = " tb_car " ,

columns = { " i d " , "name" , " type " , " canceled " } ,
rows = { " 1 ; Ford Escape ; Compact SUV; f a l s e " ,

" 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " }
)
@DbTableShouldContainOnly ( t a b l e = " tb_car " ,

columns = { "name" , " type " , " canceled " } ,
ignoreCols = { " i d " } ,
expectedData = { " Ford Escape ; Compact SUV; f a l s e " ,

"Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " ,
" Chevro le t Cobal t ; Compact ; t r ue " } )

public void whenIAddACar ( ) throws DataSetException , SQLException , Except ion {
Car car = new Car ( " Chevro le t Cobal t " , " Compact " , true ) ;
carDAO . add ( car ) ;

}

@Test
@GivenDbTableContains ( t ab l e = " tb_car " ,

columns = { " i d " , "name" , " type " , " canceled " } ,
rows = { " 1 ; Chevro le t Cobal t ; Compact ; t r ue " ,

" 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " }
)
@DbTableShouldContainOnly ( t a b l e = " tb_car " ,

columns = { "name" , " type " , " canceled " } ,
ignoreCols = { " i d " } ,
expectedData = { "Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " } )

public void whenIRemoveACar ( ) {
th is . carDAO . remove ( 1 ) ;

}
}

In this example the framework MakeATest [Floriano et al. 2011] is used to support the processing of annota-
tions, simplifying the task shown in the Sample Code section. The test runner used (indicated by the annotation
@RunWith(MakeATestRunner.class)) delegates to the framework the identification and process of these config-
uration and verification annotations.

It may be observed that now the dependency on DBUnit API is isolated. This approach also makes possible
to replace the implementation of the annotation processor to integrate with another API, without affecting the
test code. The data used for initialization and verification in the tests are no longer in the XML files, reducing the
indirection and without polluting the method body with a lot of method calls. Due the fact that annotations are
parameterized, it is possible to reuse these annotations in tests that deals with other database tables. As a result it
could decrease code duplication in a test suite and increase the productivity in the creation of such tests.
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2.8 Known Uses

The JUnit framework [JUnit 2010] [Tahchiev et al. 2010] provides the Excepted Exceptions that aims to determine if
the tested code has thrown or not an expected exception. The annotation @Test(expected= IndexOutOfBound-
sException.class) in a test method indicates that it is expected that an exception of type IndexOutOfBoundsEx-
ception is thrown. The Spring Framework [Spring 2011] [Walls and Breidenbach 2007] also provides a set of
annotations called “Common annotations” that can be used in the tests. In this group there is an annotation similar
to JUnit Expected Exceptions, called @ExpectedException. If it is thrown the exception of the type expected
during the test execution, the test is successfully executed. If not, then the test fails.

The JQuati [Santana et al. 2009] is a tool for testing pointcut descriptors in aspect-oriented applications, which
simulates and verifies execution contexts and verifies the expectations in advices execution in a more simple
and practical way. It contains the annotations @MustExecute and @MustNotExecute which receive an Array
with names of advices that are expected to be executed or not, and are assigned in the test cases methods. To
use them, it is necessary that the test class be annotated with @RunWith (JQuati.class), which indicates what
Runner interferes in the test process, in order to process these annotations.

The MakeATest framework [Floriano and Chama 2011] allows the creation of annotations for assertions related
to shared resources for the test classes. It enables the creation of test annotations sets to various context domains,
supporting the implementation of this pattern.

2.9 Related Patterns

This pattern can be considered as an specialization of CROSSCUTTING METADATA CONFIGURATION [Guerra et al.
2010]. Both of them use the metadata to define crosscutting behavior of application components by using a
crosscutting component that interprets the metadata performing the desired behavior. The main difference of
ANNOTATED TEST STEP is that it deals specifically with test crosscutting concerns.

To assist in the annotations reading, it can be used the pattern ANNOTATION READER [Guerra et al. 2010],
since this pattern proposes the creation of an annotation that can mark the test annotations indicating the class
responsible for its reading. The combination of ANNOTATION READER with patterns METADATA PROCESSOR and
DELEGATE METADATA READER [Guerra et al. 2009] can be used for reading and processing metadata to allow
extension of the metadata schema.

ANNOTATED TEST STEP is an alternative to test patterns which allows reuse of the test code in the test
initialization, assertion and finalization, such as IMPLICIT SETUP, DELEGATED SETUP, CUSTOM ASSERTION

and IMPLICIT TEARDOWN. Considering the problem-pattern cross reference presented in the pattern language
proposed by [Meszaros 2007], this pattern can be an alternative for the question “How do we reduce test code
duplication?”.

LISTING 4: Using of DELEGATED SETUP and CUSTOM ASSERTION on the motivating example

@Test
public void shouldAddCar ( ) throws Except ion {

loadCars ( " 1 ; Chevro le t Camaro SS; Spec ia l t y ; t r ue " ,
" 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " ) ) ;

Car car = new Car ( " Chevro le t Cobal t " , " Compact " , true ) ;
carDAO . add ( car ) ;
assertCarTableContains ( " 1 ; Chevro le t Camaro SS; Spec ia l t y ; t r ue " ,

" 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " ,
" 3 : Chevro le t Cobal t ; Compact ; t r ue " ) ) ;

}

An additional question that could be added in this cross-reference is “How do we decouple the test code from
external APIs?”, and would be part of this category the patterns ANNOTATED TEST STEP, DELEGATED SETUP and
CUSTOM ASSERTION. The greatest difference between the two other patterns from the one proposed in this paper
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is that they delegate the functionality to utility methods while this pattern uses annotation configuration with an
associated processor.

The usage of the ANNOTATED TEST STEP is more restrict, since it only applies if the test step being encapsulated
deals with shared resources and needs to be reused in more than one test class. The Listing 4 presents an
example which uses DELEGATED SETUP and CUSTOM ASSERTION in the same motivating example presented.
The utility methods loadCars() and assertCarTableContains() encapsulate the use of DBUnit API solving
the problem of this test class.

One of the drawbacks of the solution presented in the Listing 4 is that the utility methods are specific to the
car table and cannot be reused in others test classes that need to access the database. It is possible to create
more general utility methods, however with many information to be configured, the API can became complicated
going back to the same initial problem. Due to annotations nature, it separates the configuration of how the shared
resources should be handled from the method body where the tested class API is being invoked. Listing 5 shows a
generic version of listing 4 with the equivalent API to the annotation. Accordingly, the tested class methods are not
mixed with methods from other APIs in the test method body. For teams familiar with the annotation notation, this
separation can improve test readability and, consequently, its maintenance.

LISTING 5: Generic version

@Test
public void shouldAddCar ( ) throws Except ion {

Tab leConf igura t ion tbConf ig = new Tab leConf igura t ion ( " tb_car " ) ;
tbConf ig . setColumns ( " i d " , "name" , " type " , " canceled " ) ;
tbConf ig . addLine ( " 1 ; Chevro le t Camaro SS; Spec ia l t y ; t r ue " ) ;
tbConf ig . addLine ( " 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " ) ;
tbConf ig . con f igu re ( ) ;
Car car = new Car ( " Chevro le t Cobal t " , " Compact " , true ) ;
carDAO . add ( car ) ;
tbConf ig . asser tTableContent ( " 1 ; Chevro le t Camaro SS; Spec ia l t y ; t r ue " ,

" 2 ;Dodge Grand Caravan ; Minivan ; f a l s e " ,
" 3 : Chevro le t Cobal t ; Compact ; t r ue " ) ) ;

}

With a simple configuration, the use of annotations can be considered very similar to the utility methods for test
readability. Listing 6 presents an example when the readability is very similar using both solutions. On the one
hand, the greatest drawback of ANNOTATED TEST STEP is the complexity to implement the annotation processor,
which can be reduced with a framework like MakeATest [Floriano et al. 2011]. On the other hand, annotations
provide a greatest decoupling between the test code and the API that access the shared resource. In these cases,
the better solution is usually driven by the preference and familiarity of the development team.

LISTING 6: Using of DELEGATED SETUP and CUSTOM ASSERTION on the motivating example

/ / With ANNOTATED TEST STEP
@Test
@CreateFile ( " t e s t f i l e . xml " )
public void exampleTest ( ) throws Except ion {

/ / t e s t code
}

/ / With DELEGATED SETUP
@Test
public void exampleTest ( ) throws Except ion {

c r e a t e F i l e ( " t e s t f i l e . xml " ) ;
/ / t e s t code

}
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3. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a pattern where the metadata usage helps to decouple logic associated to shared resources
in automated tests, allowing its reuse by more than one test class. This decoupling makes the test class independent
of method invocations from APIs that access the shared resource.

However, the way the logic is decoupled must be suitable for the scenario, since the usage of annotation is more
complex than the traditional utility methods and only worth when it can be reused in more than one test class.
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